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Executive Summary

Serving a working-class suburb of the Los Angeles metropolitan area, the Hawthorne School District 
(HSD) is a small district with 11 schools: seven elementary schools, three middle schools, and one 
dependent charter high school. HSD’s students are predominantly from low-income families (87%). 
Most students (71%) are Latino/a and about fifth (21%) are African American, with smaller numbers 
of Asian, Filipino, Pacific Islander, and White students. Hawthorne has received notable attention 
for high performance, with five of the district’s seven elementary schools earning Gold Ribbon 
status from the state of California in 2016. 

HSD is one of seven districts studied by researchers at the Learning Policy Institute in a mixed-
methods study, which sought to learn from positive outlier districts in which African American, 
Latino/a, and White students did better than predicted on California’s math and English language 
arts tests from 2015 through 2017, after accounting for differences in socioeconomic status. This 
in-depth case study complements the research series by describing the critical practices and policies 
within HSD that have promoted student learning, especially among students of color, in the context 
of the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) and the deeper learning they seek to foster. 

Through an analysis of interviews and documents, this case study describes key factors that 
participants described as central to the district’s success: 

• A climate of respect, trust, and strong relationships—HSD built a climate characterized 
by respect, trust, and strong relationships among and between adults and students, and this 
climate facilitated learning and change in schools and classrooms. Staff shared a common 
commitment to a set of values related to improving education and ensuring equitable 
opportunities for all students. District and teachers-union leaders reported a strong 
relationship between the school board and the teachers union and said this relationship 
contributed to staff longevity. 

• Strong, stable district leadership—HSD’s district leadership played an important 
role in the district’s ability to facilitate improvement in teaching and learning. Stable, 
collaborative, visible, and strong leadership at the central office level, along with external 
leadership from strategic partnerships, was seen as critical to HSD’s ability to deeply 
implement new standards and curricula.

• Intentionally building capacity and buy-in for CCSS—HSD took a deliberate approach 
to CCSS implementation, intentionally building capacity and buy-in with staff. The 
phases of this rollout included: (1) studying the standards; (2) adopting curriculum “not 
all at one time” (HSD started with math) and delivering professional development to 
advance implementation of that curriculum relative to standards (including guidance 
around pacing); and (3) refining implementation and incorporating resources such as 
assessments. Much of this deliberate approach was teacher-driven, as teachers were given 
time and resources to study and then implement the new standards. The teacher-driven 
approach characterized much of the district’s work beyond CCSS as well, demonstrating 
a commitment to ensuring that teachers understand, support, and have the resources 
necessary to implement reforms.
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• Consistent support for CCSS instruction—HSD’s supports for CCSS instruction were 
aligned districtwide, with a number of consistent structures and practices across school 
sites. These common practices supported teacher collaboration and were designed to 
ensure that all students had access to rigorous instruction in math and English language 
arts. Schools engaged in site-level planning; participated in professional development for 
teachers, administrators, and coaches; used data for decision-making; provided supports 
targeted to student needs; and hired a family outreach special projects teacher to support 
family engagement.

Two additional themes illuminate the complex challenges facing school districts, although 
they were not central contributors to the strong performance in Hawthorne. First, we heard 
mixed reports regarding new initiatives associated with school climate, social-emotional needs, 
and disciplinary reform. Second, we found that declining enrollment, which was attributed to 
gentrification and the rising cost of living in Hawthorne, presented a significant challenge to 
the district moving forward. While we do not present causal claims regarding these findings, the 
practices and challenges of this positive outlier district may yield insights for district leaders and 
policymakers seeking to implement new standards that engender meaningful learning across all 
students and support the success of historically marginalized students.
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Introduction

California, like the nation as a whole, has long struggled with educational inequities regarding race, 
socioeconomic status, and language background.1 Well-documented gaps in academic achievement 
reflect similar disparities in resources and facilities, instructional quality, and school climate. The 
results of California’s new state assessments, adopted as part of the shift to the Common Core 
State Standards (CCSS), continue to show evidence of such inequities.2 Although statewide gaps 
persist, some school districts have outperformed expectations among African American, Latino/a,3 
and White students, even when accounting for differences in their families’ socioeconomic status. 
To help understand what practices may have contributed to the academic success of historically 
underserved students in these “positive outlier” districts, we examine the case of Hawthorne, a 
district with higher-than-predicted student performance on CCSS assessments. This case study is 
part of a larger quantitative study of district performance in California4 and of a qualitative study 
that examines trends across seven case studies of districts, such as Hawthorne School District, that 
are doing better than expected.5

Hawthorne School District (HSD) serves approximately 8,500 students in a working-class suburb 
of the Los Angeles metropolitan area’s South Bay region. The city of Hawthorne is near the Los 
Angeles International Airport, next to the communities of Inglewood, Gardena, El Segundo, and 
Manhattan Beach. HSD consists of 11 schools: seven elementary schools, three middle schools, and 
one dependent charter high school. Given that this district has only one high school—a dependent 
charter—it functions largely as a k–8 district, and this case study focuses on the district’s role in 
supporting k–8 schools. 

Hawthorne’s student body is predominantly low-income, about two thirds Latino/a, and one fifth 
African American. (See Figure 1 for district demographics.) The district’s teaching force, while 
not an exact reflection of its student body, is more diverse than the teaching force in California or 
nationally: Fewer than half the teachers in Hawthorne are White, one third are Latino/a, and one 
tenth are African American. (More details about teacher demographics are presented in Figure 1.) 
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Figure 1  
Hawthorne School District Snapshot, 2017–18

• 8,520 pre-k through 12th-grade students

• 11 schools: 7 elementary schools, 3 middle schools, 
and 1 dependent charter high school

• Student racial/ethnic identifications: 71% Latino/a, 21% African American, 
2% White, 2% Asian, 2% Filipino/a, and 1% Pacific Islander

• Teacher racial/ethnic identifications: 45% White, 33% Latino/a, 
9% African American, 7% Asian, 2% Filipino/a, and 2% two or more races

• 33% of students are ELs and 8% are RFEP

• 92% of ELs report Spanish as their primary language; other reported 
languages include Arabic, Tagalog, Urdu, and Vietnamese

• 87% of students qualify for free or reduced-price lunch

• 1% of students are foster youth

• LCFF overall unduplicated students: 88%

• Total district budget: $97,249,632

• LCFF supplemental and concentration funds: $78,363,945

Notes: ELs = English learners; RFEP = Reclassified Fluent English Proficient; LCFF = California’s Local Control 
Funding Formula.

Sources: California Department of Education, Hawthorne School District. (n.d.). Hawthorne School District website. https://
www.hawthorne.k12.ca.us/ (accessed 05/07/19); Hawthorne School District. (2017). Local Control Accountability Plan and 
annual update (LCAP) template. http://hsd-ca.schoolloop.com/file/1531973529994/1368363791771/8370112090367
493740.pdf.

As illustrated in Table 1, African American and Latino/a students and students from low-income 
families in Hawthorne have outperformed their peers across the state on California achievement 
tests.6 For example, 26% of African American students and 32% of Latino/a students met or 
exceeded the grade-level standards on the 2017 math assessment, compared to 19% of African 
American students and 25% of Latino/a students statewide. Hawthorne has also suspended these 
students at lower rates than districts statewide: For instance, whereas 10% of African American 
students were suspended in California in 2016–17, only 4% of African American students in 
Hawthorne were suspended in that same year. In contrast to the statewide pattern, Latino/a 
students in Hawthorne were suspended at a lower rate than their White peers; however, African 
American students continued to be disproportionately suspended in comparison to students of 
other racial groups. For more on Hawthorne’s test performance, see Appendix A. 

https://www.hawthorne.k12.ca.us/
https://www.hawthorne.k12.ca.us/
http://hsd-ca.schoolloop.com/file/1531973529994/1368363791771/8370112090367493740.pdf
http://hsd-ca.schoolloop.com/file/1531973529994/1368363791771/8370112090367493740.pdf
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Table 1  
Hawthorne School District Performance Compared to State

Demographic Hawthorne School District California

Percent of students who met or exceeded standard on 2017 CAASPP in math

Overall 32 38

Low-income 30 25

African American 26 19

Latino/a 32 25

Asian 61 72

Filipino/a 57 70

Pacific Islander 24 42

White 48 53

Percent of students who met or exceeded standard on 2017 CAASPP in ELA

Overall 41 49

Low-income 38 36

African American 36 31

Latino/a 40 37

Asian 62 75

Filipino/a 68 57

Pacific Islander 38 31

White 51 64

Percent of students suspended at least once in 2016–17

Overall 1 4

Low-income 1 5

African American 4 10

Latino/a 1 4

Asian 0 1

Filipino/a 1 1

Pacific Islander 1 5

White 3 3

Notes: “Percent of students who met or exceeded standard” represents the percent of students of a given group who 
met or exceeded the grade and subject standards on CAASPP, averaged across grades. Suspension rates represent the 
unduplicated count of students suspended divided by the total number of students enrolled in the district in the given group. 
“Low-income” refers to students eligible for free or reduced-price lunch.

Data sources: California Department of Education. (2017). Suspension data. https://www.cde.ca.gov/ds/sd/sd/filessd.asp; 
California Department of Education. (n.d.). California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress (CAASPP) results. 
https://caaspp.cde.ca.gov/ (accessed 08/24/18).

https://www.cde.ca.gov/ds/sd/sd/filessd.asp
https://caaspp.cde.ca.gov/
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HSD has received notable attention for high performance. Five of the district’s elementary 
schools earned Gold Ribbon status from the state of California in 2016. The district has also been 
profiled by Pearson Education for its implementation of elementary math curriculum7 and by the 
California Department of Education for its use of state-provided interim assessments.8 One of 
Hawthorne’s middle schools was featured in a study of school climate in schools outperforming 
achievement expectations.9

The case study of HSD is part of a larger mixed-methods study, which includes a quantitative 
analysis that identified positive outlier districts such as HSD in which African American, Latino/a, 
and White students did better than predicted on California’s math and ELA tests from 2015 through 
2017, even after accounting for differences in socioeconomic status.10 The case study is also part of 
a series of seven individual case studies of positive outlier districts, as well as a cross-case study, 
that examine trends across all seven districts.11 More information about the study methods is 
included in Appendix B.

Based on interviews and document reviews, our case study of HSD revealed four key themes that 
participants described as central to the district’s success:

1. a climate of respect, trust, and strong relationships;

2. strong, stable district leadership;

3. intentionally taking time to build capacity and buy-in for CCSS; and

4. consistent support for CCSS instruction.

Although they are not central contributors to the strong performance in Hawthorne, two additional 
themes illuminate the complex challenges facing school districts: First, we heard mixed reports 
regarding new initiatives associated with school climate, social-emotional needs, and disciplinary 
reform. Second, we found that declining enrollment, which was attributed to gentrification and the 
rising cost of living in Hawthorne, presents a significant challenge to the district moving forward. 
While we do not present causal claims regarding these findings, the practices and challenges of this 
positive outlier district may yield insights for district leaders and policymakers seeking to support 
the success of historically marginalized students.
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“The Hawthorne Way”:  
A Climate of Respect, Trust, and Strong Relationships

One consistent narrative emerged from the data: Hawthorne had built a climate characterized by 
respect, trust, and strong relationships among and between adults and students, and this climate 
had facilitated learning and change in schools and classrooms. Many individuals summed up the 
culture as “the Hawthorne Way,” a districtwide belief that all individuals are respected and valued. 
The Superintendent, Helen Morgan, explained,

We are like a family in Hawthorne. People stay because they know that they are 
valued.… Everybody refers to the Hawthorne Way—that every person that touches 
this school district is part of the Hawthorne School District family. Everybody is 
respected…. In some districts, there’s really a hierarchy … and that’s not true here. 
Everybody is really, truly treated as an equal. 

Similarly, the Associate Superintendent, Brian Markarian, reported, 

The Hawthorne Way … is a way of interacting with each other that’s deeply grounded 
in respect. I find this to be a really respectful place to work. We’re so appreciative of 
the effort that’s put in by all of our certificated and classified staff. We’re appreciative 
of what our families do, and our students. I think that permeates all relationships 
and all aspects of what we do. I don’t find that in a lot of places. It’s genuine here, 
where I think there is just this understanding that we’re all part of a family, and 
we’re dedicated to a large purpose, which is opening the doors of opportunities for 
our kids.

Interviewees also communicated a districtwide 
understanding that students come first: Staff 
share a common commitment to, and a set of 
values related to, improving education and 
ensuring equitable opportunity for all students. 
“The focus is always on what’s best for kids,” 
said one teacher. “That’s very evident to me 
in this district.” Similarly, another teacher 
noted, “It’s what’s best for students … that 
seems to be a common theme throughout the 
district.” When asked to describe key strengths 
of the district, a parent leader with multiple 
children in HSD schools echoed this sense of 
commitment to students:

I would say the attitude of putting the kids first [is a strength of the district]. I think 
it really, really does shine in everything … from preschool all the way up to a senior. 
I’ve had great experiences at the three schools that [my children have attended]…. 
From the teachers to the playground supervisors to the admins, it really just goes 
through [the whole district]. And even to the staff here at the district office, when we 
have district meetings, it’s: “How can we help our kids? What can we do to get these 
kids to really achieve their potential?”

Interviewees communicated a 
districtwide understanding that 
students come first: Staff share 
a common commitment to, and a 
set of values related to, improving 
education and ensuring equitable 
opportunity for all students. “The 
focus is always on what’s best 
for kids.”
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This climate was also reflected in the district’s strategic plan, adopted in 2016, that included the 
core value that “all individuals are valued and treated with dignity, courtesy and respect.” Relatedly, 
the strategic plan’s vision statement stated, “Students, families, staff and community will continue 
to maintain respect, trust, integrity and a sense of belonging.” The plan’s core values and goals were 
prominently posted in the school board meeting room, where district meetings regularly take place. 
(See Figure 2.)

Figure 2  
Hawthorne School District’s Core Values and Goals Prominently Displayed 
in the School Board Meeting Room

Source: Observation of Hawthorne School District.

The positive climate in Hawthorne was widely viewed as the foundation for supporting students’ 
success. “[There is a] whole culture of respect,” said the associate superintendent. “That does trickle 
down to our classrooms.” Others viewed this climate as helping to build support for reform efforts. 
“There’s collective buy-in for things because there is the voice of a teacher, the voice of a classified 
employee, and the voice of a parent,” noted one district leader. An elementary school teacher 
affirmed the importance of this positive district climate and how this translates to the classroom:

When morale for teachers is down, it hurts the classrooms because we’re all human. 
And so, I think we have an amazing dean, an amazing principal, and when you feel 
like you are listened to, I think that helps because then you want to go in and kind of 
give that extra [effort], where you feel like you’re appreciated. 
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Many people cited examples of teachers being included in important district-level decisions. For 
example, large groups of teachers participated in selecting CCSS-aligned curricula (as described 
further in subsequent sections). Central office leaders said they involved teachers because they 
wanted “to hear, ‘What are the possible pitfalls, what are the concerns, where are our strengths?’” 
The president of the Hawthorne Educators and Teachers Association (the district’s teachers union) 
similarly noted a district commitment to ensuring that teachers’ voices are included in the decision-
making process:

It’s a past practice between the association and the district that whenever there is a 
decision, such as pacing guides or things that affect [the] classroom, teachers are part 
of the decision-making process. So even with our mission statement, even with our 
[Local Control Accountability Plan] or even with everything that goes on, there are 
teachers involved with the process.… It’s been done as far as I can remember.

As we explore next, this positive climate, or “Hawthorne Way,” was facilitated by (1) the nature of 
district relationships with the union and school board, (2) the longevity and stability of staff, and (3) 
district size.

Union and School Board Relationships
The district’s positive climate was particularly evident in the strong relationships among the 
central office, the Hawthorne Educators and Teachers Association, and the school board. District 
administrators consistently characterized the teachers association leaders as “change agents” and 
“partners in what we do.” Importantly, Superintendent Morgan served as the HSD teachers union 
president for 6 years, which contributed to her credibility and the strength of the district-union 
relationship. “Being president of the association really was the best training for this job because you 
see the big picture,” she explained. 

Union leaders echoed the value of the superintendent’s experience. Commenting on the “very 
good relationship” they have with the district, the current union vice president noted that the 
superintendent “has an open-door policy for us. No matter how crazy our ideas might be, she’s 
willing to listen, and the best part is, because she used to be a president, she gets the reason why we 
ask [various questions].” 

Both district and union leaders cited the strength of the district-union relationship as a critical 
ingredient in the district’s ability to advance improvements in teaching and learning. “Negotiations 
are hard at every place, but I think … what allows [HSD] to focus on student achievement is 
an amicable relationship with teachers and the district and the various bargaining units,” 
said an external consultant supporting the district in CCSS implementation. The associate 
superintendent reported,

I’m proud of the fact that our teachers association agreed this year to expand 
our professional development time at the expense of giving up some of their 
discretionary teacher planning time. I don’t think that’s happening everywhere. That 
was a good sign.

A similarly positive story emerged around district and union interactions with the school board. 
There was a widespread perception that board members placed the interests of the district and 
its students far above their self-interest or career aspirations. “I’m a doctor,” explained one board 
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member, “so I’ve already achieved whatever ambitious accolades and so forth. I came in [to the 
board] strictly to try to make a difference.… I didn’t have an agenda to run … for higher office or 
do anything like that.” Board members were described as active in the community, and several had 
children in HSD schools, which some believed contributed to their dedication. In fact, union leaders 
at least partly attributed their good relationships with the district to the members of the board:

[The board members] honestly are true-life real people.… They don’t have agendas. 
They’re members of the community. They’re role models, and the best part is, they’re 
willing to listen. They’re not just here to say, “Well, this is what we want. This is 
what’s going to happen.” On the news, you see that everywhere. Here, they have an 
open-door policy with us.

Longevity and Stability
Many individuals also associated this positive district climate with the longevity of leadership, 
faculty, and staff, suggesting that staff longevity was both a cause and a result of the district’s 
supportive climate. Most individuals interviewed in Hawthorne—from teachers to the 
superintendent—reported starting their careers in the district. On average, staff interviewed had 
worked in the district for 16 years, and the leaders in the central office all exceeded this number, 
with an average tenure of 22 years. It is thus not surprising that Hawthorne has an unusually low 
number of “underprepared” teachers (i.e., teachers with intern credentials; provisional, short-term, 
or limited assignment permits; or waivers). In 2016–17, only 0.2% of HSD’s teaching force fell into 
the underprepared category, compared to 4% of teachers statewide.12 

Some participants suggested that staff longevity provided a sense of stability and trust in the 
district. The school board president noted,

A lot of our administrators have come up through the ranks, where they were 
teachers at first and eventually [got] their credentials and move[d] on.… Even [the] 
superintendent, you know, she was a teacher at one point. I think there’s a certain 
appreciation for everybody’s role. We don’t have a sense of hierarchy. 

Some also suggested that the district’s positive climate caused people to stay. When asked about the 
long tenure of faculty and staff, a teachers association leader explained, 

I think it’s because you feel like you’re in a family.… When they come to your site, 
they know everybody…. They know whether you’re a teacher, a secretary, a custodian, 
doesn’t matter who. They know your name and who you are, and that’s why I think 
people stay: because they feel like [they’re] part of something.

The associate superintendent echoed this sentiment: 

I think people really feel like they play a role and their voice is heard…. [T]hat’s part 
of what makes people stay in their jobs. It’s not always the paycheck. It’s that sense 
of purpose, being a part of a bigger effort, satisfaction, [and] feeling valued. I feel like 
people feel that here.
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District Size
Another reported facilitator of the positive climate—and staff longevity—was the size of the 
district. HSD is small enough that district office leaders were able to know principals, teachers, 
and support staff by name. In fact, the superintendent has been sending each employee an 
individualized birthday card. “Everyone gets a special note. That’s because she knows everyone. It’s 
something unique for each person,” explained the union president. Several external consultants 
working with HSD attributed the strong climate to the district’s size. A consultant supporting 
CCSS implementation explained, “This ability to have relationships and be able to be responsible 
and really thoughtful in listening is more easily facilitated in a smaller district. It’s not always a 
guarantee. Clearly, this district does it well.”

Yet the district is also big enough that employees can move to different positions (within or outside 
of their schools) as their career goals shift and change. According to one middle school principal,

It’s a great district to work for. It’s big enough to be diverse, yet small enough where … 
you know the superintendent. They are able to call you by name, so it’s not just a 
number. You’ll be able to know a lot of staff members, not just at your site, but overall 
in the district.

In sum, interviewees described a positive, respectful, and trusting climate in HSD, which many 
described as foundational to the district’s support for student learning. District leaders have been 
central in fostering this climate and in supporting instructional improvement, as we discuss in the 
following section. 
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“The Guy Knows Everything About Everything”:  
Strong District Leadership

Our data suggest that Hawthorne’s district leadership has played an important role in the district’s 
ability to facilitate improvement in teaching and learning. Stable, collaborative, visible, and strong 
leadership at the central office level, along with external leadership from strategic partnerships, was 
critical to HSD’s ability to deeply implement new standards and curricula.

Stable, Visible Leaders
As noted previously, central office leaders had 
deep and long-standing roots in Hawthorne 
schools. The superintendent, for example, had 
worked in the district for 4 decades, and she 
cited her beginning as a teacher and association 
president as critical to her effectiveness. 
The superintendent’s second-in-command, 
the associate superintendent, started his 
teaching career in HSD and had worked there 
for 17 years. Their longevity contributed to a 
consistency in their approach to supporting 
teaching and learning. Unlike other districts 
that experience churn when faced with a new 
leader, HSD has maintained commitments to 
several key practices and structures over time. Many of those we interviewed reported a long history 
of using data to ground discussion of practice, aligning professional development (PD) to teacher 
needs, using coaches to support site-level practice, enacting strategies and interventions for English 
learners, and observing instruction within and across schools. 

District leaders have also had a visible presence throughout HSD. They regularly visited classrooms 
and knew all faculty and staff by name. The superintendent, for example, participated in school 
events—greeting parents at a Saturday STEM event and dancing in an elementary school ballet 
folklorico performance. 

Finally, the leadership has played a big role in building the culture described above. Both the 
superintendent and associate superintendent recognize the value of building relationships and 
trust, which were seen as “trickling down” to schools and classrooms. Leadership within the central 
office and schools was widely characterized as caring and supportive. As noted earlier, close, familial 
relationships helped leaders encourage change from the top down.

Partnership Between Superintendent and Associate Superintendent
A key part of Hawthorne’s story was a strong partnership between the superintendent and associate 
superintendent. This collaboration—rather than a single leader—seemed to be a contributing factor 
to HSD’s strong performance. As the superintendent explained, “I am fortunate to have probably 

Central office leaders had 
deep and long-standing roots 
in Hawthorne schools. The 
superintendent had worked 
in the district for 4 decades. 
Their longevity contributed to a 
consistency in their approach to 
supporting teaching and learning.
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the best associate superintendent of education services anywhere in the world, and his focus on 
students and learning goes right along with what we value in this school district.” We heard similar 
praise for the associate superintendent throughout our visits. One district partner exclaimed:

The guy knows everything about everything. He really does. He has reach.… He was 
the first one sitting there when we’re doing the study task with the standards. He 
was right there, studying them himself, thinking about them as a teacher.… He’s 
fairly unique in being able to see, to understand things so much—from what the 
compliance issues are, the policy issues, all the way down to the instruction. You 
probably [can] give him a school and a room number and [he’ll] be able to name 
the teacher.

Clear Vision for Teacher Quality 
Top leaders were also clear that educators should be serving students and collaborating at a 
school, across grade levels, and across the school district. First, they worked hard to attract strong 
teachers. One important strategy for doing so was developing a pipeline via strong relationships 
with local teacher preparation programs. The superintendent reported working hard to build 
relationships with Loyola Marymount University and, more recently, the University of Southern 
California, and noted that “having student teachers is a really wonderful way to get some really … 
great staff.” Second, district leaders held teachers to a high standard of performance. The associate 
superintendent explained, 

[The superintendent] has just a relentless mission to say, “If you’re not in this for 
serving students, you shouldn’t be here,” and really sets the bar high for who should 
be in this organization. And I feel like everybody buys into that, so our principals are 
clear. If somebody’s not the right fit, [the principals] show that they’re addressing 
that and we give everybody every support they need, but I feel like you do need to 
go the extra mile in supporting kids that not only come with incredible assets and 
resources but also sometimes broad levels of need. 

Leveraging External Leadership
District leaders also intentionally built long-term, strategic partnerships, utilizing outside 
consultants and local experts as leaders in improvement efforts. Some of these partners included 
the Talking Teaching Network, which has led the PD efforts around CCSS; UCLA’s Center X, which 
has focused on math and science instruction, as well as equity and culturally sustaining teaching; 
and several publishers that have supported the implementation of new curricula. In addition to 
offering expertise, these external leaders were seen as valuable for validating internal priorities and 
approaches. “We leverage all those people to support the internal work that we’re doing,” said the 
associate superintendent. “It’s been a great combination.” The superintendent echoed, 

It helps if somebody else is going to say the same message that you would have said. 
I think bringing in outside experts is a vital part in letting the message be heard.… 
Also, I think the other thing is I’m trying to run a school district, and they have the 
expertise and the time. They’re doing one thing, and they’re doing it really, really well.
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Other central office leaders affirmed the value they find in these partnerships. The curriculum 
coordinator, for example, has consultants from the publisher walk classrooms with her and other 
district and school leaders. She noted that this feedback from curriculum experts is “critical for us 
to hear.”

The associate superintendent also participated in a South Bay Chief Instructional Officers group 
that brought together “role-alike” district leaders to develop common capacity-building strategies 
for faculty and staff. Working with a partner from Sierra Consulting, the group collaborated in 
offering training for coaches and administrators. The associate superintendent explained,

[Members of the South Bay Chief Instructional Officers group] talked about, “Wouldn’t 
it be great if we could do something jointly in developing the capacity of our out-of-
classroom staff, our coaches?” We started with a large consortium that came together 
and just did some general training with [a consultant] on how, as a coach, do you 
support teachers? That’s everything from content coaching to relational—how do 
you move people of all different types of personalities? We had a great experience 
there. We expanded that to working with our administrators, where it really focused 
on how do you coach and also supervise, and that delicate balance.… How do you 
move people? How do you have those difficult conversations? [The consultant has] 
just been fantastic.”
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“Baby Steps”: Building Capacity and Buy-In

Another critical piece of the puzzle was the deliberate approach HSD took to CCSS implementation, 
intentionally building capacity and buy-in with staff. The phases of this rollout included: (1) 
studying the standards; (2) adopting curriculum “not all at one time” (HSD started with math) 
and delivering PD to advance implementation of that curriculum relative to standards (including 
guidance around pacing); and (3) refining implementation and incorporating resources such as 
assessments. (We discuss the details of this final phase in the next section.) 

Much of this deliberate approach was teacher-
driven, as teachers were given time and 
resources to study and then implement the 
new standards. This approach characterized 
much of the district’s work beyond CCSS as 
well, demonstrating a commitment to ensuring 
that teachers understand, support, and have 
the resources necessary to implement reforms. 
As one central office administrator noted, “One 
of the realizations is that the work doesn’t 
always move as quickly as maybe you would like 
because of the fact that you want to make sure 
that people are validated in their concerns that 
they have.”

First, the district took pride in being an early 
adopter of CCSS, choosing to start this process 
before it was mandated by the state. District leaders first brought in the Talking Teaching Network to 
support CCSS implementation in 2011, and, in 2012–13, Talking Teaching Network staff facilitated 
monthly meetings of administrators, coaches, and teachers to study the new standards. District 
leaders believed it was critical that they built in time early for administrators and teachers to engage 
with the new standards and to understand the significant changes required, rather than rushing into 
implementation. The central office coordinator of curriculum and instruction explained,

It was critical and extremely beneficial that we took 2 years to study the new 
standards. During this time, not only were we studying the standards as a team, we 
were also strategic and intentional in developing professional development sessions. 
During Year 1 [2012–13], the focus was on informing teachers of the critical shifts 
from the “97” standards to the new CCSS. Then, Year 2 [2013–14], we were able to 
focus on how we are going to address these standards in our teaching. How does 
instruction have to shift? 

School-level educators also consistently cited the importance of having an “early start” or “head 
start” and easing into the implementation of CCSS, as illustrated by comments from a literacy coach 
and a teacher, respectively: 

Something else that’s been key, besides the fact that we spent time to get to know 
the standards … is the fact that we did work slow[ly].… We really took our time with 
any of the learning that was taking place. We didn’t just say, “Today we’re learning 

Teachers were given time and 
resources to study and then 
implement the new standards. 
This approach characterized 
much of the district’s work beyond 
CCSS as well, demonstrating a 
commitment to ensuring that 
teachers understand, support, 
and have the resources necessary 
to implement reforms.
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the standards. Tomorrow we’re adopting.”… I think that’s huge for us to make sure 
we didn’t leave anybody behind, for our teachers to be well informed, as well as our 
teacher leaders and our principals. 

Our district was so proactive in easing the teachers into the transition, … first looking 
at the California standards and then comparing them to the Common Core standards, 
and that actually put a lot of teachers’ minds at ease because there was a lot of 
correlation between the two, then really diving deep into, “What are these standards 
all about?” and really researching them. So by the time the transition took place with 
the testing and everything, we were like, “Oh, we’ve got this. We know this.”

District leaders used this gradual rollout process to build teacher understanding and 
commitment. This included PD early on with external partners and all teachers. According to the 
associate superintendent,

What’s been the greatest benefit for us is the … intense teacher-centered focus on 
understanding the standards. I mean, we started years ago with in-depth study of 
the standards … [to] hear the voice of our teachers … before we just blindly move 
forward.… There were some significant shifts in what students were expected to 
know and be able to do.… I still don’t see any way in which you could mandate that 
from here in a building and say, “You are going to do this.” Really, what we had to 
do was build an understanding of, “Where are we now, where are we going, and what 
does the Hawthorne School District need to do to get there?” 

School-level staff attested to the value of these early investments in building knowledge. One 
teacher explained, 

Everyone was really receptive. At the … beginning of course there’s going to be that 
natural pushback: “Oh, not another new thing….” We took baby steps, and everybody 
felt like, “Okay, we’ve got this….” We had a lot of staff development on it, a lot of 
collaboration, whole-school collaboration, subject-level collaboration, grade-level 
collaboration. There was a lot of discussion and making sure everybody understood 
it.” 

The rollout allowed teachers to be actively involved in the process of adopting new standards. “I 
know that could be slow-moving work sometimes,” said the associate superintendent, “but, if you 
want it to be sustainable, there needs to be buy-in. I think we make sure that people have a voice.” 
A Talking Teaching Network leader conveyed the importance of building teacher commitment 
through this early work:

You need intellectual commitment from the teachers, and you’re not going to get 
that just by requiring it. You’re going to have to go out and grow it. You’re going to 
have to go out and invest. That requires getting people involved from the get-go. I 
think you can go into maybe three to four phases. 
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Interviewees suggested that HSD’s approach of studying the standards before adopting new math 
and English language arts (ELA) curricula improved the process of selecting and implementing 
curricula. The coordinator of curriculum and instruction told us:

We spent a good amount of time learning the CCSS and understanding the new 
demands they had on teaching and learning, so that we would be critical consumers 
once the time came to purchase new curriculum and instructional supports. Studying 
the CCSS as long as we did allowed us the opportunity to closely analyze and examine 
curriculum to find the best fit for our student population and their needs.

For each new curriculum, the adoption process began with the formation of a committee of 
teacher leaders from all school sites in the district, as well as parent representatives. Before 
reviewing new materials, the committees examined student demographic and performance data 
and identified what they would want from a curriculum serving HSD’s student population. For 
example, in selecting the middle school ELA curriculum, the committee noted that they wanted 
passages that would be interesting to middle school students of different cultural backgrounds, 
as well as supplemental materials to use for interventions and support classes. In reviewing 
potential curricula, committees paid attention to whether the materials truly reflected their 
understanding of CCSS or whether they were merely a repackaging of the previous state standards. 
Through this process, HSD selected enVision and SpringBoard in elementary and middle school 
math, respectively, and Benchmark Advance and StudySync in elementary and middle school ELA. 
Curricula were selected one at a time over several years, further reflecting the district’s commitment 
to a gradual rollout of new programs.

This deliberate, gradual approach to implementation emerged in other accounts of district reform 
efforts. For example, partners at UCLA’s Center X who worked with HSD on math and science 
instruction recounted ways in which central office leaders grasped the value of taking time to invest 
in teachers. In science, the district had begun the process of training teacher leaders around the 
new Next Generation Science Standards. These teacher leaders were then expected to lead the work 
at their school sites. The UCLA science lead praised the district for honoring one group of teacher 
leaders’ request to hold off on lesson study until they built a better understanding of the standards. 
The partner working on math observed a similar responsiveness and willingness to take a gradual 
approach. When math coaches requested more time before leading PD, the district purportedly 
responded, “We hear you. This is for you to learn. Don’t feel that pressure.” The UCLA partner 
explained, “It’s that they’re looking for some long-term movement and that they are going slow and 
they’re starting off. We want to focus on the coaches, at least on the math side, and then we’ll talk 
about how to get this out to the rest of the district.” 

Overall, respondents indicated that HSD’s gradual and deliberate implementation of CCSS was 
crucial in building teachers’ buy-in for instructional reform. A key aspect of HSD’s approach to 
CCSS implementation was the adoption of common curricula and assessments, which have been 
supported through coaching, teacher collaboration, instructional leadership, and PD. We discuss 
these practices in the following section.
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“On the Same Page”:  
Aligned Support for CCSS Instruction

HSD’s CCSS instructional support, developed through the gradual and deliberate approach 
described above, was aligned districtwide, with a number of consistent structures and practices 
across school sites. Interviewees suggested that these common practices supported teacher 
collaboration and ensured that all students had access to rigorous instruction in math and English 
language arts. Math and ELA curricula (discussed above), pacing, assessments, data use, PD, and 
student supports were consistent districtwide. Common assessment data came from curriculum 
unit assessments, drawn from districtwide curricula (with some revisions from math and literacy 
coaches) and administered at the end of each unit of instruction. Other assessment data included a 
selected set of Interim Assessment Blocks (IABs), which are formative Smarter Balanced Assessment 
Consortium (SBAC)–aligned assessments provided by the state. Assessment results were stored and 
organized on the district’s common data management system. 

HSD also had several common practices for student support and intervention across school sites, 
with the goal of providing equitable opportunity for all students. All schools had an English learner 
special projects (ELSP) teacher, and all elementary schools had an intervention teacher. These staff 
members provided students—who were identified by assessment data—with small-group instruction 
on skills with which students were struggling. In middle school, all students enrolled in a Targeted 
Academic Support class intended to support their success in their core classes, particularly math.

Below, we describe how the district approaches three key aspects of site support: PD, instructional 
leadership, and coaching. We then discuss the role of collaboration: District leaders noted that 
collaboration has been used to design common structures and that the use of districtwide curricula 
has facilitated collaboration within and across school sites. Next, we describe the role of data 
use in HSD’s instructional support model, with a particular focus on the use of data to inform 
interventions and placement, and we discuss HSD’s approach to sharing CCSS information with 
families. The following section discusses how HSD allocated resources, including staff and time, in 
service of this instructional support model. We conclude by noting that although most interviewees 
expressed positive attitudes toward HSD’s approach to instructional support, there were dissenting 
voices in the district. 

Planning for Site-Level Support
As the associate superintendent described the district’s approach to planning site-level 
instructional support, “We do a lot of meetings here [at the central office] and then everybody 
kind of rolls out at the school sites from there.” The central office organized three meetings each 
month for site leaders (illustrated in Figure 3): Instructional Leadership Team (ILT) meetings 
to plan site PD; administrators’ PD to build capacity for instructional leadership; and coaching 
meetings to build coaching capacity, plan for teacher collaboration meetings, and revise curricula 
and assessments.
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Figure 3  
Relationship Between District-Level and Site-Level Efforts for Instructional 
Support in Hawthorne School District

District Level Site Level

Math/ELA ILTs monthly. →➜ Site PD monthly.

School administrators’ 
PD monthly. ➜ Instructional leadership, including  

weekly “sacred time” walks.

Coaching meetings monthly.

➜
Teacher coaching

Demonstrating lessons

Teacher collaboration meetings  
(several times a month; varies by school site)

Source: Data triangulated across interviews and HSD administrative documents. 

Site professional development

Math and ELA ILTs—which included school administrators, grade-level lead teachers, school-level 
coaches, and special projects13 teachers—met at the central office roughly once per month. ILT 
members collaboratively developed plans for monthly site PD, ensuring that these sessions were 
consistent across the district. These meetings were facilitated by district-level math and literacy 
coaches and consultants from the Talking Teaching Network. “[We want to] make the time we 
have for PD count, so it’s carefully planned and centralized. We have little pockets of time … [for] 
professional development at the school sites.… We need to make every second of that time count,” 
said the associate superintendent. 

Site PD supported teachers with instructional 
strategies aligned with the district’s common 
CCSS curricula, including student collaboration 
and group work, speaking and academic 
language, and close reading. (See Figure 4 for 
PD slides on reading instruction in ELA and 
collaboration in math.) District and school 
leaders also used site PD to support teachers’ 
use of data, discussed further below. These PD 
sessions consistently included discussion of 
how different instructional strategies could be 
used to support English learners in particular. 
Interviewees reported that the new curricula 
and instructional strategies have helped teachers move to a more student-centered pedagogy.14 One 
elementary teacher explained, “[Before CCSS] it was basically direct instruction and it was teacher-
centered. And now it’s student-centered, and [students are] learning from each other, and they’re 
becoming more motivated to learn.”

“[Before CCSS] it was basically 
direct instruction and it was 
teacher-centered. And now it’s 
student-centered, and [students 
are] learning from each other, and 
they’re becoming more motivated 
to learn.”
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Figure 4  
Slides From District-Level English Language Arts (a) and Math (b) 
Professional Development Session

(a)

(b)

Note: These slides are examples of instructional strategies that ILT members explore in meetings at the central office and,  
in turn, share at site PD sessions.

Source: District professional development session.
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Instructional leadership

District leaders have also articulated a strong vision for instructional leadership among principals 
and assistant principals. The superintendent required all principals to spend Thursday mornings 
visiting classrooms, which she calls “sacred time.” This has been in practice for 8 years. The 
superintendent explained, 

I instituted what I call sacred time. Every Thursday from 9:00 to 11:00, you won’t 
be called from the district office, you won’t have any interruptions from the district 
office. You are in classrooms, and you are walking classrooms. It’s not exclusive 
time, but that time is set in stone. I expect that you’re in classrooms more than 
that. However, it ensures that at least once a week for 2 hours administrators are 
watching practice.

In the 2017–18 year, Hawthorne added monthly PD sessions for principals and assistant principals, 
led by district math and literacy coaches. Interviewees reported that this PD is intended to deepen 
school administrators’ grasp of math and ELA curricula and instructional strategies, with the goal 
of fostering instructional leadership. In the words of the superintendent, “We have really invested 
time, energy, and effort in ensuring that our administrators have the skills necessary to be true 
instructional leaders at the schools, instead of just managers.” 

Walks—organized, strategic time for observing classroom practices—were used not only by 
school leaders, but also by various levels of leadership in the district, including central office 
administrators, deans, curriculum consultants, and coaches. District leaders organized walks 
regularly and have developed common observation protocols to facilitate conversations across 
schools. Figure 6 shows an example of a report generated after such a walk. The associate 
superintendent explained, “We have periods of time where everybody walks looking for 
collaboration in language arts, looking for articulation of math reasoning in mathematics, so that 
we can have conversations about [whether we are] moving the needle in those critical areas.” Data 
gathered in walks are used to inform the district’s approach to instructional improvement.
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Figure 5  
Report Created by Leaders After a “Walk”: An Organized Observation of 
Classroom Practice

Problem of Practice: How do students demonstrate that they understand the mathematical 
concepts being addressed and how does their instructional experience change based upon 
whether they do or do not demonstrate this understanding?

Findings:

1. Students demonstrated understanding in a variety of ways (individual questioning, whole 
class questioning, shout-outs, whiteboards/posters/other visual displays, etc.)

a. Most observations yielded evidence of heavily guided teacher-directed practices

b. In some settings, students were observed self-assessing their understanding or 
confirming their understanding with peers via questions, discussion, and structured 
collaborative activities.

2. Responses to student demonstrations of understanding varied across the observations.

a. Problems were redone on the board for the entire class, notes were being made 
about tomorrow’s focus based on today’s learning, guiding and reflective questions 
were asked, individual redirection or guidance was given, time was extended as 
needed, etc.

3. The presence and effectiveness of the change in instructional experience was dependent 
upon multiple factors.

a. When combined with an intention to examine student work or listen to student 
statements/discussions, frequent circulation by teachers allowed for more 
immediate and responsive support and differentiation.

b. When provided as needed, teacher guidance and input made collaborative activities 
a stronger vehicle for students articulating their own learning and supporting the 
learning of others.

Next steps:

1. Reinforce the posting and active utilization of learning targets that are truly representative 
of student understanding/learning rather than simply tasks, can be accomplished in a 
single instructional setting, and written in a fashion that promotes student ownership, as 
that is the first step in students and teachers assessing the learning that is taking place.

2. Continue to promote and celebrate the wide range of ways in which students are asked 
to demonstrate learning. Support classrooms in incorporating more opportunities for 
students to articulate and assess their learning with peers.

3. Stress the need for formative assessment to be an ongoing and active process that 
requires all learners, students and adults, to be working together in close proximity with 
frequent interactions.

Source: Observation notes provided to the Learning Policy Institute research team by representatives of Hawthorne School District.
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Coaching

Each school site had its own math coach and literacy coach, and the district held monthly, 
4-hour meetings to support these coaches. In these meetings, which were led by district coaches, 
participants deepened their understanding of coaching strategies and prepared to facilitate teacher 
collaboration and data analysis meetings, which occurred several times a month at each school. A 
central office administrator explained that these coaching meetings helped to ensure consistency 
across school sites: 

We have 11 literacy coaches, 10 math coaches. It takes a lot of centralized planning 
and working together with them so that we’re staying on the same page with the 
types of messages we’re communicating, the actions we’re engaging in at the school 
sites.… I think that they’ve significantly changed the instructional environment in 
all of our schools.

Coaches—who support all teachers at the elementary level and support math and ELA teachers 
at the middle school level—were trained to implement a four-phase coaching cycle that includes: 
(1) working with individual teachers to identify a focus area of practice; (2) having an (optional) 
preconference to discuss the lesson plan; (3) an observation; and (4) a post-conference, in which the 
coach uses questioning to guide the teacher’s reflection and future plans. Coaches used a common 
observation form to document key aspects of the classroom environment, teachers’ instruction, and 
students’ participation. As a math coach described the process,

I’m not evaluative. I’m a peer coach. For example, I just sent out an email last week 
[and] said, “Okay, in the classrooms next week [while] observing, … remember what 
we’re looking for, what we’re focusing on.… How are you helping your kids access the 
text?” And so we’ll talk about it. I’ll go in there, and I’ll look around. I’ve a whole thing 
that I go through. Then we debrief afterwards: “Well, how do you think it went?” It’s a 
really collaborative piece with teachers. It’s not like, “You did this great, you did this 
poorly.” No, that’s not my job. My job is, “If we’re going to have your kids access this 
curriculum, how can I help you do that?”

Coaches also delivered demonstration lessons in teachers’ classrooms. The district coach suggested 
that, in addition to giving teachers the opportunity to observe lessons and instructional strategies, 
demonstration lessons allowed coaches to build credibility with teachers: 

You have to demonstrate. You have to teach the program.… [Teachers] don’t want 
someone who has never taught this, or how are you going to coach me [if you] haven’t 
taught the program yet?… And my support has always revolved around informing 
yourself: Educate yourself, expose yourself to as much of the curriculum as possible, 
experience it as much as possible. That’s the Hawthorne message we’re giving our 
coaches. Because you have to build credibility. You have to know what you’re talking 
about.… Your whole job is to support this curriculum and these teachers.
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Consistency For and Through Collaboration
Interviewees explained that many of these consistent structures were not top-down mandates, but 
instead reflected collaborative decision-making among educators. As the superintendent explained, 
“We’ve put those tools [curricula and assessments] in the hands of our teachers, but not to just 
blindly follow. I mean, that’s where our instructional leadership team comes in to say, ‘This is where 
we need to tweak this,’ or ‘This is where we need to enhance something.’” 

Central office administrators drew on assessment data, conversations with coaches and principals, 
and classroom observations to determine focus areas for site PD. Then, with the support of district 
coaches and external partners, ILT members collaborated in planning this PD. In the middle school 
ELA ILT meeting that we observed, teachers, administrators, ELSP teachers, and coaches worked 
together to develop a plan to facilitate teachers’ analysis of IAB results. In addition, coaches have 
collaboratively revised pacing guides, assessments, and other aspects of the curricula. For example, a 
central office administrator described the literacy coaches’ work to adjust the StudySync pacing guide:

We have to understand, well, what are the critical points that the grade level calls 
for?… We had to make those decisions as a team.… [Our] literacy coaches had a voice. 
They were able to speak to these decisions when … their teachers were asking them. 
It’s important to have input from everybody.

Furthermore, district leaders reported that the purpose of consistency is to facilitate collaboration 
within and across schools, as educators can plan together using common curricula. Thus, 
Hawthorne’s common structures not only reflected collaborative decision-making but also 
supported further collaboration. A central office administrator explained this reasoning: 

Because we are very strategic and intentional, we have to come up with something 
that we can say we’re going to follow.… When the teachers say, “Do we really have to 
follow this?” … [the coach asks,] “How great would my meeting be if I don’t have that 
data when I meet with you? … It would be great to know that you’re about to all finish 
unit one. We can meet and we can collaborate and unit plan together….” If we’re not 
all done with unit one, how can I … schedule a meeting to plan for unit two?

Supporting Data Use
Educators at multiple levels described using data, particularly results from unit assessments and 
IABs, to inform practice. Interviewees explained that data use had been a long-standing feature 
in the district, beginning with “data rooms” that had data physically posted on the walls, and 
later evolving to common computer-based data management systems (first Data Director, then 
SchoolNet). The superintendent elaborated on this, 

We have been very data-driven for a long time.… We had big chart paper and different 
colored Post-Its, and if you were an English learner, you were a yellow Post-It, and if 
you were also free and reduced [price] lunch, you had a green sticky on your Post-It, 
and we had levels: below basic, basic…. With the data, [we would] move them around 
by class, by teacher. That was the start of the data rooms, and we saw huge results 
from really having the data in your face every day.… [Now] I can jump onto SchoolNet 
at any time and just do a check-in…. “How is this school doing on this, that, or the 
other?” I just think having it simple and accessible is the key.
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Through coaching, teacher collaboration, and site PD, Hawthorne engaged teachers in analyzing 
assessment results and using this analysis to inform practice. For instance, in school-site PD, 
teachers hand-scored free-response items from the IAB. Educators reported that this process 
deepened teachers’ understanding of the SBAC rubric. Figure 6 shows one elementary team’s 
debrief of this site PD, in which they described hand-scoring as an aha moment. In the words of a 
central office administrator: 

It was critical that they calibrated scoring…. Some of the realizations that come 
out—some of the grammatical features maybe are not as important in writing as 
we’d graded in the past, and really looking at the student’s thought, understanding, 
and expression. With mathematics, you can actually get the wrong answer and still 
[get] partial credit based on your thinking and your approach. Those were things that 
were powerful enough that we said if we can get to those conclusions as a result of 
this experience, that will undoubtedly affect classroom practice.

Figure 6  
Zela Davis Elementary School’s Team Debrief of a Site PD

Note: The PD focused on hand-scoring IABs using the SBAC rubric, an experience that educators described as an 
aha moment.

Source: HSD professional development session.
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At every school site, coaches facilitated math and ELA teachers’ reviews of unit assessment results, 
looking at individual, classroom, and school-level scores and examining the performance of English 
learners, Reclassified Fluent English Proficient students, and African American students. For 
example, at one school we visited, the coach created a handout to guide teachers in documenting 
class and subgroup performance on unit assessments, developing plans for reteaching key 
standards, and tracking the progress of focal students. 

At middle schools, these data analysis meetings took place during a common planning time. 
Elementary schools employed different strategies to provide time for data analysis; at the site 
we visited, teachers were offered a stipend to participate in data analysis meetings after school. 
Teachers used this analysis to adjust future instruction and to plan within-class small-group 
interventions. As a coach described this process: 

Each teacher will get a complete printout of how every single student did in all of 
their classes.… We have to break it down: How did your [English learners] do? How 
did your African Americans do? Then you’re comparing that to how the entire class 
did. Then we’re going question by question.… You’ll see exactly which questions 
were the strongest in your classroom, which may be different or similar to the person 
next to you.… They have to pinpoint … the three weak points for the class as a whole 
and how [they’re] going to reteach that.… Then we’re going to look at 6th grade as a 
whole…. If we see that theme is still an issue, then how do we address that again [for 
the whole grade]?

Targeted Support Structures 
Our data also indicated that HSD utilized consistent support practices districtwide. We heard 
that all students, including English learners and special education students, were enrolled in core 
classes, and students with additional needs received targeted instruction in small groups and, at 
the middle school level, in support classes. Interviewees explained that coaches and teachers used 
assessment results to identify students for small-group instruction from ELSP and intervention 
teachers. Several interviewees suggested that this additional support was a key factor in HSD’s 
success. One ELSP teacher told us, “I think what’s unique to Hawthorne, from my understanding, is 
the fact that we even have EL special projects teachers.… We are able to target specific groups and 
pull them out into a setting where they get their own individualized instruction specific to EL.” 

Data were also used to determine referrals for special education assessments. A school psychologist 
indicated that before conducting assessments, she worked to ensure that other interventions had 
already been provided and that issues of language and culture had been fully considered. She 
explained that, before conducting an assessment, the school needed to determine:

What is their English language acquisition?… What are some interventions that 
have been tried, especially with our population with African Americans, and English 
language learners, and kids who are coming in with a different culture? There are 
some biases that I have to rule out before we say, “Let’s go for it and assess for special 
education,” because sometimes if a student is new to [the] country, am I even going 
to assess? Is it a language issue, is it a culture issue before we move forward and 
say, … “You might have a disability.”
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Here, this school psychologist indicated that the district was deliberately analyzing special 
education assessments to minimize the influence of biases associated with race, language, cultural 
background, or immigration status.

Interviewees reported that, at all three middle schools, multiple data sources (including SBAC 
scores, teacher recommendations, and grades) were used to place students in leveled math and 
ELA courses. At the middle school we visited, there were three course levels in ELA and two in 
math. In ELA, there were “Support” and “Proficient” levels and, in 7th and 8th grades, an “Honors” 
level. Students in the Support level were enrolled in a language support class in addition to their 
regular English class, whereas students in Proficient and Honors classes could select an elective 
course. In language support classes, newcomer English learners used LANGUAGE! Live, a blended 
learning program, while other students (including long-term English learners) were taught using 
the supplemental English language development resources offered as part of StudySync, the 
district’s common middle school ELA curriculum. Although some researchers have criticized 
practices of tracked or leveled courses,15 one middle school educator suggested that tracking in ELA 
benefited students:

The Support class is really kind of like that extra hour to give you all of the background 
you need.… And if you’re in a Proficient class, we’re assuming that … it’s because you 
really don’t need that extra hour. You will benefit more [from] having … this 1 hour 
to really do something you enjoy. To say you’re in Honors, the 7th- and 8th-graders 
take it very seriously. And they know you have to work very hard if you want to stay 
in Honors, or they will put you back in a Proficient class. 

The two math levels were a regular 7th–8th grade sequence and an accelerated 7th-grade class 
leading to an 8th-grade Algebra I class. Interviewees reported that the Algebra I class was instituted 
in response to parent interest and to attract enrollment (the district’s enrollment challenges are 
described further in a subsequent section). Although all students took the same 6th-grade math 
course, the math coach explained that students’ ELA placement also affected their math class 
placement: “Remember though, [language] support classes dictate who’s in your math class. So, if 
you have children who … need a support class at this time during the day, those kids are grouped 
similarly.” 

Family Engagement
In 2014, HSD hired a family outreach special projects teacher to support family engagement, 
particularly around the transition to CCSS. As the family outreach teacher described early efforts 
to keep parents informed about the new standards, “When the new Common Core State Standards 
came out, we did brochures, we did flyers, everything to make sure that … parents were informed.” 

The family outreach teacher organized three bilingual (English and Spanish) parent meetings each 
year in support of CAASPP testing: a fall meeting to review the prior year’s test results, a winter 
meeting on the parent guide provided by SBAC, and a spring meeting on strategies to prepare 
students for the test. The family outreach teacher conducted each meeting 22 times, once in the 
morning and once in the evening at each of the 11 school sites. 
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At the fall meeting to review the previous year’s test results, families were encouraged to bring 
in their student’s CAASPP report, and the family outreach coordinator delivered a PowerPoint 
presentation describing the school’s overall performance and explaining all of the elements of the 
report. (See Figure 7.) The family outreach teacher told us, 

All the parents get their student report by mail…. The purpose of the meeting is to 
review the student score report. What does the assessment report mean? I discuss the 
four achievement levels, the overall scores, and the scale range. I review in detail the 
four claims for language arts and the three claims for mathematics. We want parents 
to have a good understanding of the score report. After each meeting or workshop, 
we provide time for questions or concerns. Parents are also asked to complete an 
evaluation and provide any feedback or comments.

Figure 7  
Slide From CAASPP Presentation to Parents

Source: PowerPoint presentation from HSD parent meeting.

Working with school counselors, the family outreach teacher also organized Parent Academies, a 
series of monthly meetings for kindergarten parents (at elementary sites) and 6th-grade parents (at 
middle school sites). As the family outreach teacher described these efforts,

The Hawthorne Parent Academy consists of monthly workshops to provide support 
in language arts, math, technology, and more. Each month parents are presented 
with a different topic. At the middle school parent academy, we present topics such 
as preparing for college, social media, and how to support your teenager socially and 
emotionally. Our main goal is to give parents information, resources, and strategies 
on how to support their children at home. Parent attendance fluctuates. One of the 
biggest challenges is getting parents to attend meetings on a consistent basis. We 
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send flyers, do all-call messages, reminders, and sometimes provide incentives for 
parents and students. The biggest obstacle that parents identify for not attending 
meetings is work.

In addition to these district-organized family engagement efforts, we heard that school sites 
have also organized their own parent events, including game nights, movie nights, and other 
recreational activities.

Although the parent leaders we interviewed were very engaged in the district and generally 
participated in these meetings, we also heard that the district often struggled to get turnout at 
family engagement events. The family outreach teacher elaborated on these challenges:

It’s not like we get big numbers of parents. And just getting parents to the meetings, 
that’s one of the biggest challenges…. We send flyers…. We do all-call messages…. 
We do that. Sometimes we even do incentives to the kids: “Tell your parents there’s 
an important workshop. You must come.” But the biggest challenge is just getting 
parents there. And one of the things is parents say they’re working. They don’t come 
out until late.

Allocating Resources for Common Support Structures
We observed that HSD allocated both staff and time in service of its aligned approach to instruction. 
Regarding staff, although HSD had a few coaches and ELSP teachers before California’s 2014 
finance reform (the Local Control Funding Formula, or LCFF), interviewees suggested that LCFF’s 
supplemental and concentration grants allowed the district to hire a math coach, a literacy coach, 
an ELSP teacher, and a dean of students for each school site, as well as an intervention teacher 
(serving both general and special education students) for each elementary site. As described 
above, coaches played a key role in adapting curricula and assessments and facilitating teachers’ 
collaboration and data analysis. ELSP and intervention teachers provided targeted support to 
students based on results of on common assessments. Interviewees explained that deans, by 
focusing on school discipline, freed up principals and assistant principals to prioritize instructional 
leadership. The superintendent told us, 

We’ve added a lot of supports at the site level. We really took our supplemental and 
concentration funds.… Every one of my schools has a dean of students, so that again, 
we could look at ways to work to ensure that students are staying in the classroom, 
but also to remove the discipline piece from the administrators’ plate, so they could 
be more of that instructional leader.

In addition, HSD allocated time for collaboration at multiple levels. District leaders reported that 
they consistently found coverage for grade-level lead teachers and school administrators so that 
they could attend monthly ILT meetings (using substitute teachers or other school-level staff). 
As mentioned above, coaches had a monthly 4-hour meeting at the central office, and school 
administrators held 2 hours of “sacred time” each week for visiting classrooms. With the agreement 
of the teachers union, HSD scheduled monthly site PD and monthly teacher collaboration meetings. 
Moreover, at middle schools, physical education teachers covered classes so that math and ELA 
teachers could have a collaboration meeting every other week. Elementary schools pursued a variety 
of strategies to ensure teachers have collaboration time; at the school we visited, the counselor 
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met with students while math and ELA teachers met to plan upcoming units. School-level coaches 
planned and facilitated these teacher collaboration meetings. As one principal described the 
importance of allocating structured teacher collaboration time, “We make time, no matter what, 
for the teachers to collaborate and talk with each other.… When there’s a scheduled time and it’s 
directed and you have a focus in it, that produces a lot of great teaching in the classroom.”

Critiques of Common Structures
Although most of our interviewees described HSD’s approach to instructional support in a positive 
light, a few expressed a more critical view. One coach suggested that some teachers may not be 
bought into districtwide expectations: 

The ILT meetings, to be honest, this year I haven’t found as valuable.… When we 
get back to our sites, there’s a disconnect between being able to make teachers do 
number talks and having them volunteer to do number talks.… I’m not seeing [the 
strategies] being implemented, even after all my professional developments and 
demonstration lessons. The district wants it to happen, but there are no mandates to 
make teachers do them yet, and I don’t know if that’s good or bad. I’m not saying we 
should mandate teachers to do things. However, I feel like I’m spending a lot of time 
on something that’s not quite being implemented.

Relatedly, several teachers voiced concern about the lack of autonomy afforded by the district’s 
consistent approach to instruction. “I do appreciate a pacing guide, but yeah, I am feeling a 
little micromanaged,” said one teacher. A middle school teacher, however, pointed out that her 
support classes gave her an opportunity to develop her own curriculum, which satisfied her desire 
for autonomy. District leaders expressed awareness that some teachers had voiced critiques of 
alignment and consistency. In response to these perspectives, administrators described working 
with coaches and ILT members to consistently reiterate that the purpose of this consistency was to 
support teacher collaboration and student success. 

To sum up, we found that Hawthorne has allocated staff and resources to support consistent 
practices and structures, including curricula, assessments, PD, and data use. Although a few 
interviewees expressed concerns about this approach, most suggested that Hawthorne’s 
instructional approach was a strength of the district and a key factor in supporting their 
students’ achievement.
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“We’re Not Going to Send Them to the Office?”:  
Emerging Efforts to Support Positive Culture and Social-

Emotional Well-Being

In addition to the focus on standards-based instruction, HSD was implementing a variety of 
nonacademic programs and interventions at the time of our visit. In large part to reduce suspension 
rates for students from low-income families and students of color, HSD pursued efforts to improve 
school climate and foster social and emotional learning. District leaders suggested that these efforts 
reflect a broader commitment to educational equity in Hawthorne. Unlike the reforms around 
instruction, however, these were newer efforts and might not have played a large role in the positive 
student outcomes observed in recent years. These efforts were also met with some pushback, 
perhaps because they were still fairly new. In our interviews, central office leaders indicated that 
they were reflecting on the challenges associated with these initiatives and that strengthening 
these efforts was a district priority moving forward.

Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS)
Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS) is a disciplinary reform that emphasizes 
clear behavior expectations and rewards for students who meet those expectations, with the goal of 
helping educators move away from punitive practices. District administrators told us that PBIS was 
adopted across the district to reduce suspensions, particularly among African American students 
whom leaders had identified as being suspended more frequently than their peers of other racial 
groups. As noted at the beginning of this report, the overall suspension rate in HSD has declined 
significantly, from 482 students suspended in 2013–14 to 106 students suspended in 2015–16, 
offering some evidence of success. However, as district leaders acknowledged in HSD’s 2017 Local 
Control Accountability Plan, African American students continued to be suspended more frequently 
than their peers.

HSD adopted PBIS in spring 2015 through a partnership with a professor at the University of 
California–Riverside. Schools formed PBIS teams, which included the dean of students, the school 
psychologist, the counselor, and one or more teachers. Schools’ approaches to selecting teachers 
varied. Some schools recruited volunteers, while others assigned PBIS responsibilities to teachers 
already in leadership positions. The PBIS teams began with efforts to develop whole-school 
supports for student behavior. They developed clear sets of school expectations, such as “Be 
Responsible” and “Be Respectful,” and they delineated what these expectations might look like in 
different areas of the school, such as the classroom, the cafeteria, or the playground. Teams then 
created systems of rewards, such as vouchers for prizes, assemblies, and awards, to encourage 
students to meet these expectations. These site-level teams determined how these expectations 
would be communicated to staff and students. 

Deans of students, who are responsible for leading PBIS efforts at each school site, were supported 
through individual coaching from the district-level school climate project facilitator, as well as 
through quarterly PD meetings at the central office. Deans also engaged in walks—similar to those 
walks used to support academic instruction—to observe PBIS implementation across school sites, 
and each school had a designated PBIS model classroom. A central office administrator described 
these efforts to build capacity for PBIS:
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We went around in the fall, and each site identified a model classroom that they felt 
was really implementing PBIS well…. Our consultants [from UC Riverside] and the 
[school climate] project facilitator, they actually went into the classroom and talked 
about how to strengthen implementation.… We just had our dean excursion last Friday 
where the deans actually went to multiple classrooms to see that implementation. 
So the goal is to now have other teachers at that site go into that classroom [and] see 
how it’s being done, so they can bring it back into their own classroom.

Most interviewees acknowledged the district was still in the early stages of this work, starting 
its third full year of implementation. The director of pupil personnel services acknowledged, 
“I wouldn’t say it’s a huge role [in our district’s success] yet. We’re working on making it a huge 
role.” By all accounts, teachers and staff at all schools have successfully developed systems 
of expectations and rewards. One dean of students reported strong support for these efforts: 
“Celebrating and recognizing the good things kind of puts it into perspective how much good is 
going on in our schools.” A school psychologist described improvements in recent years, particularly 
around teacher buy-in:

Initially when we started it, it was like, “Wait. What? You’re going to take away my 
clip chart?” They were asking teachers to take away their old methodologies of 
reinforcing and punishing students. People were like, “So, we’re just going to keep 
our kids. We’re not going to send them to the office?” It was just like, “Oh my God.” 
The first year and the second year [were] a little hard, but I think now [teachers] are 
understanding in the long run we’re all doing the same thing. I feel like it’s helping, 
especially as people are slowly buying in.

Yet not everyone bought in, and some resistance from teachers remained. District leaders 
attributed this resistance to underlying beliefs about the necessity of punishment. One 
administrator explained,

The main pushback is the people who view discipline as punitive rather than 
corrective.… [B]ehavioral intervention should be looked at [in] the same vein as 
academic interventions. And so they send a student to the dean because they feel 
the student’s being disruptive in their class, and then the dean does some type of 
behavioral intervention that is designed to correct the behavior, be it a reteaching, or 
a community service, or something that they do [that] will be effective. And then the 
person says, “Well, what happened to the student? What punishment did you hand 
out?”.… That mindset.

As part of PBIS implementation, the district also adopted social and emotional learning curricula 
at both the elementary (Promoting Alternative Thinking Skills) and middle school levels (Second 
Step), but efforts remained a work in progress. According to district leaders, school counselors 
were largely responsible for “making sure [social and emotional learning curricula] gets into 
the classroom.” Leaders have also worked hard to develop effective rollout strategies. One 
administrator explained,

In some cases, it’s [counselors] going in and teaching grade-level groups [one] at a 
time. And at the middle school, we rolled out where pretty much the whole staff is 
teaching certain pieces of Second Step. We don’t want [everyone] to teach the [lessons] 
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that are really sensitive. It might really dredge up some emotions and stuff in the 
kids. But some of them that are a little more benign, we are having [the whole staff] 
teach on a regular basis so that we know that there is a common implementation. 
Again, work in progress. Some people will go, “I don’t understand why I have to teach 
this.” But we want to make sure that everybody gets a taste of this, so that’s why.

Central office leaders consistently expressed that PBIS implementation was an area for future 
growth in Hawthorne. One administrator suggested that a future goal was to involve more teachers 
and staff members in interventions that are targeted toward students who struggle to meet 
behavior expectations: 

Now we really need to move to re-evaluating [interventions for struggling students]…. 
[These interventions] really should be one person working with a group of students 
and not just the dean or just the counselor.…This classified person might be a good 
person [to work with those students]…. Or this teacher might be a perfect person to 
work with this group of students.

This administrator also suggested that teachers’ buy-in for PBIS would increase as the district helps 
them understand that “continuing the conversation of academic and behavioral [skills] should be 
on par [with each other].” This quote reflects the overall optimism we heard from district leaders 
regarding the future of PBIS in Hawthorne.

Culturally Responsive Teaching and Learning
Culturally Responsive Teaching and Learning (CRTL)16 is another initiative that HSD implemented 
in order to improve school climate. Partners from Center X at UCLA had been working with district 
administrators since 2015, providing training to support cultural responsiveness and practices 
that support and affirm students of low-income or racially minoritized backgrounds. As with PBIS, 
administrators tied the origins of this work to a review of data showing disproportionately high 
rates of suspensions for African American students. According to the superintendent, this work was 
intended to engage educators in “those hard conversations about race, ethnicity, [and] culture.” 
Similarly, the associate superintendent explained, 

We’ve carved out time to really just talk about how we validate and affirm all of our 
students in the classroom, knowing that when students feel accepted and they feel 
valued in the classroom, there’s going to be a payoff in a variety of areas … really 
understanding where our students are coming from, what they bring to the table. 
How do we then open up the doors for them to achieve the even higher levels? 

A Center X consultant explained that this work was tailored to the needs of each school site. The 
Center X team began with several months of observing classrooms and school- and district-level 
PD. Consultants then led site PD sessions that introduced the concept of varied cultural norms and 
invited educators to reflect on how their practice might reflect certain cultural assumptions. At some 
schools at which staff have welcomed CRTL concepts, Center X has facilitated monthly meetings of 
teacher cohorts who are collaboratively developing and reflecting on culturally responsive teaching 
strategies. Consultants have also provided coaching and PD sessions for principals. A Center X 
consultant reported that these sessions explored questions such as, “How do I … understand the 
inequity that sits in my schools? And then how do I help lead my staff to continuously have these 
conversations around equity?”
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Once again, discussions of these efforts yielded mixed views. Some district and school interviewees 
reported positive results from this work, noting “more supportive learning environments” 
in classrooms. One principal described the work as “very helpful,” and said the readings and 
discussions had been “an eye-opener. It makes people start really thinking about these topics, which 
we do need to … because this is our population.” Another principal noted that the work was helping 
teachers “affirm and validate” students.

Other evidence indicates that the work may not have fully penetrated classroom practice. When 
asked to describe changes in practice prompted by CRTL trainings, respondents described few or no 
changes in teaching in response to the cultural backgrounds of African American students in their 
classes. Some other interviewees described experiencing discomfort or feeling attacked during CRTL 
trainings, illustrating the difficulties of engaging educators in conversations about race and bias.

As with PBIS, central office leaders expressed awareness of teacher pushback, as well as optimism 
that buy-in would increase given time. For example, in the district’s 2017–20 Local Control and 
Accountability Plan, administrators wrote, 

[Our suspension] data clearly substantiate a need for a continued focus on the factors 
that might be contributing to this trend [of racial disproportionality] that is seen at 
the school, district, state, and national levels. The district’s commitment to PBIS and 
CRTL remains strong, and there is confidence that building capacity to support staff 
in proactively and positively addressing behavior concerns and in identifying ways to 
bridge cultural and situational behavioral expectations will result in this gap closing 
over time.

Trauma-Informed Practices
Lastly, an approach being tried in HSD is trauma-informed practices, intended to support students 
who have experienced painful events in their home lives. At quarterly PD meetings, the deans of 
students received training on these practices from the Los Angeles County Office of Education 
and the nonprofit Richstone Family Center. These trainings addressed topics such as the origins 
of trauma and strategies for supporting students in the classroom. Several of these trainings were 
also offered at selected school sites. In addition, the district provided families with information 
about the Richstone Family Center’s low-cost, bilingual support groups—for parents and youth—on 
topics including parenting skills, anger management, and processing grief. The director of pupil 
personnel services described this effort as helping school educators understand a broader set of 
issues facing students:

Just knowing that it’s really the background of a lot of our students, … having students 
that you know didn’t make it past 9th grade because they were murdered, and stories 
of kids walking past people that were being harmed, and things like that.… Knowing 
that’s where a lot of our students come from [is] a larger lens. It’s community violence, 
systemic violence, it’s sometimes stepparent fighting, custody issues. There [are] 
so many different layers that it could take…. Again, that student that’s acting out, 
they’re really not trying to piss you off. They just need extra support. 
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“Feeling the Pinch”: Declining Enrollment

When asked to identify the biggest challenge facing Hawthorne School District moving forward, 
nearly every interviewee named declining enrollment and the accompanying budget cuts.17 HSD’s 
enrollment decreased from 9,180 students in 2007–08 to 8,520 students in 2017–18.18 District 
leaders suggested that the main reason for this decline was the rising cost of living in Hawthorne, 
and interviewees reported that the district would likely need to lay off personnel in the 2018–19 
year. However, both central office and union leaders were optimistic about the district’s ability to 
navigate these budget challenges.

Rising Cost of Living in Hawthorne
Our interviewees mentioned the rising cost of living as a cause of declining enrollment, but some 
also pointed to declining birth rates and to charter schools in neighboring districts. A school board 
member noted that enrollment changes were creating budget challenges despite California’s 
generally healthy economy:

It’s sad because we’re actually doing well financially in the state. But then we still get 
hit because of declining enrollment and, from what I’m hearing, it’s [happening] all 
over [the state]. You know, people are leaving California, it’s too expensive.… [Even 
though] the economy is, as a whole, doing better, we still are feeling the pinch. 

Interviewees suggested that the rising prominence of SpaceX, headquartered in Hawthorne, and the 
construction of a new professional football stadium in nearby Inglewood have led to gentrification 
and a lack of affordable housing in the community. Supporting the gentrification narrative, in 2017 
the Los Angeles Times declared that Hawthorne was becoming “hip,” with a number of breweries, 
coffee shops, bars, restaurants, and hotels appearing in the city.19 Interviewees described landlords 
responding to these economic changes by dramatically raising rents. The superintendent told us,

I think that [enrollment is declining because] it’s become too expensive to live here. 
With the stadiums going in, a lot of the landlords are raising the rent drastically. 
They’re throwing families out so that they can redo their apartment buildings.… 
[People are] saying that their rent was raised $600 in one month. It’s not possible for 
our families to meet that demand. There’s just no way. We’re finding they’re going to 
[places like] the Inland Empire, Nevada, [or] Texas.

District Response to Enrollment Declines
The district has responded to enrollment declines by pursuing strategies to attract families. 
It has established themed “academies” in each of the middle schools: a business academy, a 
fine arts academy, and a STEM academy, each offering elective courses tied to the theme. The 
superintendent explained, “The reasoning behind the academies was we were losing kids and trying 
to compete with charters.” The district is also giving its middle school students priority in the 
lottery for entrance to its high-performing charter high school, and interviewees described plans 
to combine an elementary and middle school, with the thought that families would be less likely to 
leave the district if their students were enrolled in a k–8.
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District leaders also described plans to cut a number of positions for the next academic year, 
though these decisions had not been finalized at the time of our visit. Many interviewees expressed 
disappointment about these cuts, but we also heard a refrain of optimism that the district would 
be able to weather challenges. Interviewees noted that district leaders were very open, transparent, 
and communicative about the budget, which facilitated a positive relationship with the unions. A 
school board member described the district’s budgeting process as an “open book,” explaining, “We 
break it down, so when it comes to negotiations, it’s kind of like, ‘We get it. We were there and let’s 
just move forward, sign this.’” 

Finally, union leaders expressed confidence in the district’s capacity to handle budget cuts, 
pointing to their experience during the Great Recession. The union president noted that the district 
drastically lowered its reserve (funds set aside to protect against future uncertainties) in order to 
minimize layoffs, and the union contributed to this effort by voting to give up furlough days: 

This year we’re going to be letting go people … but if I have one place of reference 
it would be 8 years ago when it literally looked like doomsday every day. We were 
able to bring everyone back. It was a tough time, and we got through it.… We came 
together to do the right thing for everyone.… We gave up furlough days for 3 years to 
help out with the situation…. It was a collective effort to help. 

In sum, Hawthorne is facing financial challenges in the years ahead as a result of enrollment 
declines. Interviewees described the rising cost of housing in the district as a primary cause of 
declining enrollment, noting that this problem is not unique to Hawthorne. Nevertheless, district 
actors were optimistic that the district could navigate this challenge and would continue to serve 
students well. 
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Conclusion

HSD’s higher-than-predicted achievement among African American, Latino/a, and White students 
prompted us to investigate the practices happening in this positive outlier district. We found 
that Hawthorne educators built a positive district climate, have strong district leadership, 
have built capacity and buy-in among staff members, and have invested in a consistent 
approach to supporting CCSS instruction. The case of Hawthorne suggests that respectful and 
trusting relationships among educators can facilitate the stability, buy-in, and collaboration 
needed for the successful implementation of reforms. The longevity of HSD’s leadership—and its 
workforce at large—not only seems to support these relationships, but also allows the district to 
pursue long-term efforts and initiatives, including the slow, deliberate adoption of CCSS. This 
intentional approach to the new standards has led the district to develop a coherent approach to 
supporting instruction and collaboration. These practices may be informative for practitioners and 
policymakers seeking to emulate HSD’s record of success among historically underserved students.

The case of Hawthorne also raises some important questions and challenges. First, HSD’s 
experience with the early implementation of Positive Behavior Interventions and Supports (PBIS) 
and Culturally Relevant Teaching and Learning (CRTL)—two initiatives intended to decrease the 
suspensions of African American youth—may illuminate challenges relevant to other districts 
pursuing similar reforms. In both cases, district leaders acknowledged a lack of buy-in from some 
teachers. This might be explained by the fact that both initiatives were new to the district, and we 
also noted that PBIS and CRTL adoption did not reflect the investment in teacher leadership that 
characterized the district’s approach to more academic policy reforms. However, this pushback from 
teachers may also be representative of challenges faced when asking educators to change deeply 
held beliefs. Collectively, these findings suggest that there is both a continued challenge and a 
continued need to engage educators in conversations about racial inequity. 

Second, declining enrollment has led the district to consider cutting staff. HSD is not alone in 
its financial challenges. California’s Local Control Funding Formula is approaching full funding 
and will be leveling off, after several years of rapidly increasing many districts’ revenue, and the 
challenges of declining enrollment and lack of affordable housing are widespread in the state.20 
Our findings indicate that, facing cuts in funding, districts may be forced to cut back on staff and 
resources that support students’ academic success.

The positive outlier case of Hawthorne illuminates key practices that may support the success of 
traditionally marginalized students, and the challenges HSD faces represent concerns shared by 
districts across California and the nation. To promote greater educational quality and equity in 
California and the nation, practitioners and policymakers would be wise to learn from the successes 
and challenges of “the Hawthorne Way.”
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Appendix A: HSD’s Achievement and Climate Data

Table A1  
CAASPP Test Results

Demographic Residual
Proficient and Above  

in District (%)
Proficient and Above  

in California (%)

2014–15
Math All Students 0.319 24 34

Math Economically Disadvantaged N/A 23 21

Math African American 0.126 18 16

Math Latino/a 0.258 25 21

Math White 0.133 38 49

ELA All Students 0.317 31 44

ELA Economically Disadvantaged N/A 29 31

ELA African American 0.161 25 28

ELA Latino/a 0.302 32 32

ELA White 0.074 34 61

2015–16
Math All Students 0.289 28 37

Math Economically Disadvantaged N/A 26 23

Math African American 0.131 22 18

Math Latino/a 0.235 27 24

Math White 0.050 42 53

ELA All Students 0.277 39 49

ELA Economically Disadvantaged N/A 37 35

ELA African American 0.123 31 31

ELA Latino/a 0.232 39 37

ELA White –0.001 48 64

2016–17
Math All Students 0.359 32 38

Math Economically Disadvantaged N/A 30 25

Math African American 0.264 26 19

Math Latino/a 0.325 32 25

Math White 0.158 48 53

ELA All Students 0.313 41 49

ELA Economically Disadvantaged N/A 38 36

ELA African American 0.249 36 31

ELA Latino/a 0.303 40 37

ELA White 0.106 51 64

Notes: “Residual” represents the difference, measured in standard deviations, between the actual average performance of a 
district’s students in a given racial/ethnic group and the predicted performance of the district’s students in the given group 
based on the socioeconomic status of each group’s families in the district. The residual for economically disadvantaged 
students was not calculated. “Proficient and Above” represents the percentage of students in a given group who met or 
exceeded the grade and subject standards on CAASPP, averaged across grades.

Source: LPI analysis of data from California Department of Education. (n.d.). California Assessment of Student Performance 
and Progress (CAASPP) results. https://caaspp.cde.ca.gov/ (accessed 08/24/18).

https://caaspp.cde.ca.gov
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Table A2  
Suspension Rates, 2016–17

Demographic Rate in HSD Rate in California

African American 3.7% 9.8%

Latino/a 0.7% 3.7%

White 2.9% 3.2%

All Students 1.4% 3.6%

Data source: California Department of Education. (n.d.). DataQuest. https://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/.

https://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/
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Appendix B: Methods

This individual case study of Hawthorne School District (HSD) is part of a larger, three-part, 
mixed-methods study that includes a quantitative analysis of district performance in California,21 
six additional individual case studies of positive outlier districts conducted from fall 2017 through 
winter 2018,22 and a cross-case study that synthesizes findings from all seven individual cases.23 

Site Selection 
Results from a multivariate, quantitative study of positive outlier districts in California identified 
districts eligible for the individual case studies. As described more fully in a separate report,24 

the quantitative study used a statistical regression model for predicting and measuring student 
achievement to identify positive outlier districts in which scores on the CAASPP were greater than 
predicted for African American, Latino/a, and White student groups from 2015 to 2017. For each 
racial/ethnic group, the model accounted for indicators of family socioeconomic status, including 
household income, parent education, family structure, and parent employment, all of which are 
factors that are beyond the district’s control and that typically influence student performance. We 
used the size of the residual scores (the difference between the predicted and actual scores for each 
group) as the measure of performance for each district. This analysis both identified positive outlier 
districts and examined predictors of achievement at the district level. 

In the second part of the project, we selected a demographically and geographically diverse set of 
seven districts from among the positive outliers in which we conducted individual case studies to 
examine the factors associated with their strong outcomes. To select districts for these individual 
case studies, we began with the group of districts that we had identified by our quantitative study 
in which African American, Latino/a, and White students consistently achieved at higher-than-
predicted rates from 2015 to 2017 in both English language arts and mathematics. This reduced 
the sample to districts in which there were at least 200 African American and/or Latino/a students 
and at least 200 White students, to ensure adequate sample sizes and stability of the predictor 
variables.25 Then we considered additional criteria—graduation rates, suspension rates, and relative 
rank on English language arts and mathematics test score residuals from the regression analyses 
both overall and for African American, Latino/a, and White groups individually. These criteria 
helped ensure that we selected districts that had positive outcomes on additional measures. We 
also intentionally selected districts that offered different levels of urbanicity, were from different 
geographic regions, and were of different sizes. 

Data Collection Methods 
The overarching research question for this case study was:

In HSD, what factors may account for the success of all students in the district 
and for that of students of color in particular? 

We used a case study approach to address this question. Case studies allow researchers to 
investigate real-life phenomena in context, generating understandings of a phenomenon and its 
interplay with its environment.26 A four-person research team was assigned to the district. We used 
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a multi-method research design with data from a range of sources, including documents, district 
data, and interviews with a range of personnel at the district and school levels. We examined the 
following aspects of district and school operations: 

• approaches to instruction and instructional improvement;

• approaches to curriculum and assessment; 

• strategies for hiring, developing, and retaining staff; 

• supports for school climate or social and emotional learning; 

• supports for students with additional learning or out-of-school needs;

• provision of wraparound services; 

• outreach to families and communities; and

• approaches to continuous improvement, including uses of data to focus efforts.

The research team conducted a screening phone call with senior district leaders to gain an initial 
understanding of factors that districts identified as relevant to their success in supporting student 
achievement, to learn important background information, and to generate an initial list of potential 
sites and interviewees. 

We also reviewed data and documents. Among the sources were the Local Control Accountability 
Plan; the selected schools’ Student Accountability Report Cards; PowerPoint presentations 
from PD and family engagement meetings; administrative calendars and plans; observation and 
instructional round protocols; coaching materials; and 4 years (2013–17) of Getting to the Core, the 
central office’s monthly newsletter on CCSS implementation. 

During 2-day site visits in fall 2017 and winter 2017–18, researchers conducted 30- to 60-minute 
interviews at district central offices and school sites with district leaders, principals, coaches, 
teachers, and other staff and community members. Researchers also observed two district meetings: 
an English language arts instructional leadership team meeting and an administrators’ professional 
development session (approximately 6 hours total).

Research teams identified potential sites for school-level interviews through discussions with 
district offices. Purposive and snowball sampling were used to identify interviewees. In other 
words, researchers selected and interviewed several participants based on their positions and 
responsibilities and then asked those participants to recommend others well-placed to speak to 
instructional strategies, change processes, and other factors supporting greater-than-predicted 
outcomes for African American, Latino/a, and White students in the district. In addition, researchers 
sought to interview staff who could speak to programs supporting achievement and increased 
equity in the district. A total of 36 individuals participated in interviews (Table B1).
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Table: B1  
Interviewees by Role

Interviewee Roles Number

Central Office Administrators 6

Principals 3

Deans 2

Classroom Teachers (does not include Teachers Union Leaders) 4

Site-Level Coaches 4

EL Special Projects & Intervention Teachers 4

Teachers Union Leaders 2

Psychologists, Counselors & Social Workers 3

Parents 2

External Partners & Consultants 5

School Board Member 1

Total 36

Interviews with district administrators and senior staff focused on strategies, steps, and tools they 
were using to shift instruction to the in-depth learning required under CCSS, to support teacher 
and administrator learning, to use data to monitor and support school progress, to meet student 
needs, to engage the community, and to allocate resources to support their improvement efforts. 
Interviewers also asked district leaders about challenges to this work and how they overcame 
these challenges. We tailored the interview protocol based on the role of the interviewee and their 
tenure in the district. This differentiation ensured that some questions could be explored in more 
depth with respondents who were most likely to hold relevant and reliable knowledge on the topic 
of discussion. Each interview was audio recorded for transcription purposes if the respondent 
gave consent.

Analysis 
Case study analysis addressed themes identified from the literature and those that arose from the 
research data. These themes included human capital issues, resources, instruction, curriculum, 
professional learning, social and emotional learning, data and accountability, culture, parents and 
community, schedules, and organization. Research teams triangulated findings across multiple data 
sources and sought both confirmatory and disconfirmatory evidence to develop illustrations of the 
key factors that emerged as well grounded from the evidence. Each case study draft was reviewed 
internally by two members of the research team, checked by district leaders for accuracy, and 
revised based on feedback by two expert peer reviewers.
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